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Taylor-Long Grazing Project Objection by Sequoia ForestKeeper, Sierra
Club, and Western Watersheds Project

Sequoia ForestKeeper (SFK), the Kern-Kaweah Chapter of the Sierra Club (SC), and Western
Watersheds Project (WWP) (or Objectors) submit this objection in accordance with the
requirements of 36 C.F.R. § 218. This is an objection of the Environmental Assessment (EA)
and Draft Decision Notice by the Kern River Ranger District, Sequoia National Forest, to
proceed with the Taylor/Long Grazing Project, as published in the Porterville Recorder on July
17, 2018. The Responsible Official who will issue a decision on this project is District Ranger
Alfred Watson. SFK, SC, and WWP object to the draft Decision Notice, range of alternatives,
the Forest Service’s failure to consult with USFWS regarding the MYLF, and the incomplete and
inaccurate final Environmental Assessment (EA).
I.

Eligibility and Background
A.

SFK, SC, and WWP are eligible to file this objection, and it is timely.

Sequoia ForestKeeper (SFK) is designated as the Lead Objector. Objectors have been involved
in management actions within and around the Taylor/Long Grazing Project area for decades, and
have submitted specific comments with regard to the proposed project during scoping (May 24,
2013), in supplemental comments (September 18, 2013), and in response to release of the
preliminary EA (July 3, 2014). Because it’s been over 4 years since the last comment period,
new information has come to light regarding sensitive resources, which the Forest Service must
consider in this objection. See 36 C.F.R. § 218.8 (“Issues raised in objections must be based on
previously submitted specific written comments regarding the proposed project or activity and
attributed to the objector, unless the issue is based on new information that arose after the
opportunities for comment.” (emphasis added)).
Members and staff of SFK, SC, and WWP have visited both the Taylor and Long Meadow areas
many times over the past decade, and as recent as August 18, 2018, to provide input to the
process of whether grazing is suitable in these areas or what steps the Forest Service needs to
take to bring grazing into compliance with law, policy, directives, and the forest plan.
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SFK, SC, and WWP are therefore eligible to file this objection.
This objection is timely because it was filed within 45 days of the July 17, 2018, the date when
the project legal notice was published in the Porterville Recorder. See 36 C.F.R. § 218.26.
Objectors request a formal acknowledgement of receipt in their e-mail submission to the Forest
Service. See 36 C.F.R. § 218.9(b).
B.

Request for Telephonic or Face-to-Face Resolution Meeting

Objectors believe that many of the issues raised in this objection can be resolved with further
dialog, and request that the Reviewing Officer coordinate a telephonic or face-to-face meeting as
soon as practical “to discuss issues raised in the objection and potential resolution.” 36 C.F.R. §
218.11(a). Objectors appreciate the opportunity for continued dialog and will make
representatives available to meet at the Forest Service’s convenience, schedules permitting.
If necessary, to resolve some of the issues raised, objectors would support the Reviewing
Officer’s “discretion to extend the time for up to 30 days when he or she determines that
additional time is necessary to provide adequate response to objections or to participate in
resolution discussions with the objector(s).” 36 C.F.R. § 218.26(b).
We look forward to further dialog to protect and restore the public’s resources in the Taylor and
Long Meadows.
C.

Summary of Objection

In our comments, we asked the Forest Service to address a multitude of issues. Many of these
issues have not been addressed, and since it has been four years since the release of the 2014
preliminary EA, Objectors have found additional concerns based on new information not
previously considered.
Here, we are raising issues that have not been addressed by the Forest Service in either their
preliminary Environmental Assessment (EA) or final EA. We are specifically concerned that
proposed project restoration work to stabilize gully headcuts in the meadows will be deferred to
a later date and will not be fully analyzed or described in this review. The Forest Service admits
that “future restoration work may require additional or amended NEPA analysis and
documentation in the future.” Final EA at 7. Without assurance that meadows will be fully
restored, any conservation measures for the Federally Endangered mountain yellow-legged frog
or other sensitive resources will not be effective.
Given our recent observations of impacts, as detailed below and documented with photographs in
Appendices A, B, & C, we again raise the issue of the elimination of viable alternatives, such as
closing the Taylor/Long Allotment to livestock in order to protect meadow habitat in order to
meet several goals of the Sequoia National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan of 1988
(LRMP) and the 2004 Sierra Nevada Forest Plan Amendment Record of Decision (2004
SNFPA).
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We have observed and have documented downward trends in several key indicators of rangeland
and riparian health, which show that grazing pressure is not allowing these communities to move
towards desired conditions. Given these downward trends, the Forest Service must seriously
consider resting, suspending, or closing the Taylor-Long Allotment to grazing.
II.

Objection Issues
A.

The Project Fails to Comply with Law, Regulation, Policy, and Forest Plan
Management Direction.

The Forest Service must follow its own directives that protect natural and cultural resources, and
not simply the narrowly-defined Purpose and Need Statement, which would continue to allow
destructive livestock grazing on Taylor and Long Meadows.
These include:
FOREST-WIDE STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES (LRMP at 4-15 to 4-39)
FISH, WILDLIFE AND PLANTS (LRMP at 4-27 to 4-29)
Emphasize habitat management for wildlife species that utilize riparian,
hardwood, snags, and down log habitats.
FISH, WILDLIFE AND PLANT HABITAT COORDINATION (LRMP at 4-28)
Protect sensitive, proposed for listing, and California species of special concern
with the long-term objective for removal from Federal listing or to prevent them
from being listed.
RIPARIAN AREAS (LRMP at 4-30)
Protect fishery streams by specifying minimum flows necessary to maintain
fisheries habitat and allowing removal of no more than 50 percent of the flow at
any time.
Give preferential consideration to riparian area dependent resources over other
non-dependent resources in case of unresolvable conflicts.
Within riparian area, protect streamcourses and adjacent vegetation to maintain or
improve overall wildlife and fish habitat, water quality, and recreational
opportunities.

1.

Desired Conditions
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Desired conditions for range management in the 1988 Forest Plan require that the forest
“maintain or enhance the productivity of all forest ranges through adequate protection of the soil,
water, and vegetation resources” (LRMP at 4-3).
The EA should include maps showing soils, vegetation communities, and all springs, special
aquatic features, and riparian areas. Yet the project record available to Objectors on the Forest
Service’s website does not include maps of these resources. During a site visit (August 2018)
Objectors documented evidence that soil, water, and vegetation resources are not being
adequately protected.

Figure 1. Long Meadow: Rock riprap poured into the erosional headcut in an attempt to
stop the erosion. But the erosion is continuing because the cattle (the source of the erosion
disturbance) have not been removed from this meadow.
For many other examples of these issues in Long Meadow, see Appendix A, Figures 7, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, and 23
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Figure 2. Willow browselines, Upper Taylor Meadow. Note trailing and grazing herbaceous
meadow layer over 50% utilization.

Figure 3. Taylor Meadow grazed down to a short lawn along stream channels, to 80%
utilization
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For many other examples of these issues in Taylor Meadow, see Appendix B, Figures 1, 2, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 74, 76, 77, 79,
82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 112, 113,
115, 118, 119, and 120.
The EA at 3 states a goal as: “The ecological status of the meadow vegetation is late seral (50
percent or more of the relative cover of the herbaceous layer is late seral with high similarity to
the potential natural community). A diversity of age classes of hardwood shrubs is present and
regeneration is occurring (2004 SNFPA, pp. 42-43).”
However, the potential natural vegetation in Upper Taylor Meadow during our August 2018 visit
appears to be a montane meadow. We found remnant areas of native perennial grasses, sedges,
rushes, and forbs present, including tufted hairgrass (Deschampsia cespitosa), blue wildrye
(Elymus glaucus), California brome (Bromus carinatus), spike bentgrass (Agrostis exarata),
rough bentgrass (A. scabra), wood-rush (Luzula sp.), spikerush (Eleocharis spp.), sedge (Carex
spp.), rush (Juncus spp.), native clover (Trifolium sp.), white yarrow (Achillea millefolium),
cinquefoil (Potentilla sp.), blue-eyed grass (Sisyrinchium sp.), lotus (Lotus sp.), yellow
monkeyflower (Mimulus guttatus), shooting star (Dodecatheon sp.), and other forbs.
Many of these native meadow grasses were grazed and trampled by livestock, and it appeared to
us that the tufted hairgrass had been the dominant species in the potential natural community, but
it was decreasing due to grazing pressure.

Figures 4. and 5. Panicle of native tufted hairgrass (Deschampsia cespitosa) relict from
grazing pressure which may have eliminated this native grass from much of the meadow.
Seedheads of spike bentgrass (Agrostis exarata), a native meadow grass.
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For more examples of these issues, see Appendix B, Figures 2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26,
37, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, and 77.
Non-native forage grasses such as tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea)—which is a moderately
invasive species—and common timothy (Phleum pratense) are present in this meadow from our
observations, as well as Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis). These introduced grasses have the
potential to increase and reduce the native components of the meadow community. In addition,
if further degradation occurs, weedy upland species such as cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) and
ripgut brome (B. diandrus) are abundant in the heavily-grazed upland meadow edges and Jeffrey
pine forest understory. We observed some areas of the meadow itself with small invasions of
cheatgrass. Dandelion (Taraxacum officinale) was also present in the wet meadow, an increaser
with disturbance. These weedy species have the potential to increase, if the Forest Service does
not carefully undertake conservation of the meadow.

Figure 6. Cheatgrass infestation in Upper Taylor Meadow.
For further examples, see Appendix B, Figures 46, 50, 65, 66, 80, and 108.
Other potential natural vegetation have been degraded beyond recognition, such as fens. Upper
Taylor Meadow has the potential to hold fen vegetation. To what extent have the ditches that
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were dug for irrigation purposes drained fen areas?1 Cattle trampling also can drain fens in the
Sierra Nevada.
In Long Meadow, the entire meadow was severely dry on our August 2018 site visit, with
invasive non-native crested wheatgrass (Agropyron cristatum), a seeded forage grass, growing
on the upland edges of a native dry sedge meadow (Carex sp.) with a headcut eroding into the
meadow. Further degradation and drying could allow crested wheatgrass to take over the
meadow community.

Figure 7. Crested wheatgrass along the edges of Long Meadow
For other examples, see Appendix A, Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 12.
A diversity of age classes of hardwood shrubs (willows) is not present in Upper Taylor Meadow,
with high browse-lines on old trees, and only a few saplings that are stunted by browsing. No
seedling willows were observed. The willow riparian here appears to be degrading.
For examples, see Appendix B, Figures 7, 8, 18, 19, 20, 31, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, and 45.
There needs to be more evidence provided that water quality in the stream meadows and spring
brooks meet the goals of the Clean Water Act and Safe Drinking Water Act.
1

See Assessing Proper Functioning Conditions for Fen Areas in the Sierra Nevada and Southern
Cascade Ranges in California, page 18 (available at
https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb5385279.pdf).
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In sum, species composition and structural diversity of the plant and animal communities in the
riparian, wetland, and meadows should provide desired habitat conditions and ecological
functions.
Potential Resolution of Issues:






Prepare maps showing soils, vegetation communities, all springs, special aquatic features,
fisheries habitat, and riparian areas,
Document how the project complies with the management directions and desired
conditions, which emphasize the protection of these resources,
Show that the project addresses “unresolvable conflicts” by giving “preferential
consideration to riparian area dependent resources over other non-dependent resources,”
Show that, within riparian areas, the project protects “streamcourses and adjacent
vegetation to maintain or improve overall wildlife and fish habitat, water quality, and
recreational opportunities,”
Provide evidence that water quality in the stream meadows and spring brooks meet the
goals of the Clean Water Act and Safe Drinking Water Act,
2.

Management Goals and Strategies

Some of the goals for range management are not being met in our observations. The EA at 3
states: “Maintain or enhance the productivity of all forest ranges through adequate protection of
the soil, water, and vegetative resources. Foster, then follow with action, the idea that joint
stewardship is in everyone’s best interest.”
We found the exclusion fence around the upper spring at Upper Taylor Meadow cut or corroded
and disconnected, and strands tied open with wire. Cattle had accessed the lush vegetation by the
spring and grazed it.

Figure 8. Cut wire fence to spring and willow exclusion, Upper Taylor Meadow.
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For more examples, see Appendix B, Figures 34, 62, 63, 64, 112, 113, and 115.
This does not appear to be joint stewardship of natural resources. In addition, Upper Taylor
Meadow has a headcut with orange temporary fencing around it, hay bales and burlap placed in
the erosional gully in an attempt to halt the cut. Yet cattle had trampled down the fence and
grazed and trampled the headcut further.

Figure 9. Failure of Upper Taylor Meadow exclusion at headcut.
For further photographs of this failure, see Appendix B, Figures 92-103.
Range management goals are not being met here.
The Riparian Conservation Objective (RCO) states that “the 2004 SNFPA Record of Decision
(ROD) includes the following strategy for Riparian Conservation: RCO #2 is to maintain or
restore: (1) the geomorphic and biological characteristics of special aquatic features, including
lakes, meadows, bogs, fens, wetlands, vernal pools, springs; (2) streams, including in stream
flows; and (3) hydrologic connectivity both within and between watersheds to provide for the
habitat needs of aquatic-dependent species.” EA at 4-5.
The Standards and Guidelines in the 2004 SNFPA ROD to achieve this goal are to “prevent
disturbance to stream banks and natural lake and pond shorelines caused by resource activities
(for example, livestock) from exceeding 20 percent of stream reach. Disturbance includes bank
sloughing, chiseling, trampling, and other means of exposing bare soil or cutting plant roots.”
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Standard and Guideline 120 from the 2004 SNFPA ROD states:
For meadows in late seral status: limit livestock utilization of grass and grass-like
plants to a maximum of 40 percent (or minimum 4-inch stubble height).
Determine ecological status on all key areas monitored for grazing utilization
prior to establishing utilization levels. Use Regional ecological scorecards and
range plant list in regional range handbooks to determine ecological status.
Analyze meadow ecological status every 3 to 5 years. If meadow ecological status
is determined to be moving in a downward trend, modify or suspend grazing.
Include ecological status data in a spatially explicit Geographical Information
System database.
Under intensive grazing systems (such as rest-rotation and deferred rotation)
where meadows are receiving a period of rest, utilization levels can be higher than
the levels described above if the meadow is maintained in late seral status and
meadow-associated species are not being impacted. Degraded meadows (such as
those in early seral status with greater than 10 percent of the meadow area in bare
soil and active erosion) require total rest from grazing until they have recovered
and have moved to mid- or late seral status.
We observed at least 60% of the reach of the braided stream channels in Upper Taylor Meadow
with such livestock sloughing, trampling, and cutting of plant roots. The upland edges of the
meadow could have contained native grassland and vernal pool plant communities, as we found
some native annual grass species present: small fescue (Festuca microstachys). But 90% of this
herbaceous upland community was trampled by livestock.

Figure 10. Cattle impacted meadow edges with trampling, soil disturbance, and manure,
Upper Taylor Meadow.
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For more examples, see Appendix B, Figures 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 15, 23, 24, 26, 29, 35, 36, 37,
39, 47, 48, 49, 58, 59, 60, 61, 68, 69, 70, 71, 73, 74, 76, 77, 79, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, and 88.
The Forest Service needs to describe in greater detail the range plant list they are using to
determine the ecological score of these meadows, as we observed downward trends in rangeland
plant species. In Upper Taylor and Long Meadows, the headcuts are approaching 10% bare
ground in these meadows, with active erosion spreading and livestock continuing to trample and
graze the headcuts. This requires total rest from grazing in order to allow these headcuts to be
restored fully, and rangeland goals to be in line with the LRMP.

Figure 11. Long Meadow: Growing headcut erosional gully that is not being repaired or
halted.
For examples, see Appendix A, Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23; Appendix B,
Figures 92-103.
Standard and Guideline 121 from the 2004 SNFPA ROD states:
Limit browsing to no more than 20 percent of the annual leader growth of mature
riparian shrubs and no more than 20 percent of individual seedlings. Remove
livestock from any area of an allotment when browsing indicates a change in
livestock preference from grazing herbaceous vegetation to browsing woody
riparian vegetation.
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We observed mature willows (riparian shrubs) to have 40% or more browsing of leader growth,
and no seedlings present at all. Livestock need to be removed to be in line with the LRMP goals.

Figure 12. Willow browselines from cattle in Upper Taylor Meadow.
For examples, see Appendix B, Figures 7, 8, 18, 19, 20, 31, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, and 45.
Potential Resolution of Issues:





Ensure properly constructed exclusion fences around upper spring at Upper Taylor
Meadow and headcut at location of temporary orange fencing. Specify type of fencing
and monitor to ensure it is working.
Rest, reduce, limit, or suspend grazing in Taylor Meadow until the 40 percent utilization
requirement in Standard and Guideline 120 has been met.
Determine ecological score of Upper Taylor and Long Meadows by describing in detail
the range plant list the Forest Service is using for these meadows.
Rest, reduce, limit, or suspend grazing in areas where willows browsing of leader growth
exceeds the 20 percent standards.
3.

Amendment of LRMP to Identify Area Unsuitable or Suitable for
Grazing

According to the EA at 6, for Alternative 3: “3) amend the Land and Resource Management Plan
to identify the area as unsuitable for grazing and terminate the grazing permit.”
Is a plan amendment really needed? The EA does not explain when the LRMP was amended to
identify the meadows as suitable for grazing. Was it ever amended? Also, where is the data
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showing that cattle grazing was an existing use when the meadows were acquired by SNF as is
claimed in the EA (page 13)?
Potential Resolution of Issue:


Clarify whether the LRMP was amended to identify the meadows as suitable for grazing.
4.

Improvements to Protect Range for Wildlife

The EA at 6 states that “range improvements identified as ‘resource management needs’ will be
constructed and maintained to meet or move toward desired conditions.” Removing livestock for
a period of 10 years to closing the allotment would best accomplish this.
The draft DN at 2 states that “Livestock fence panels used to reduce trailing along the stream
will be replaced with trees thinned from adjacent, over-dense, forest stands or other native
materials.” The DN at 3 says “A small spring, mid slope in Upper Taylor Meadow, will be
protected through use of small trees thinned from adjacent forest stands.” “Small trees thinned
from adjacent forest stands may be used to supplement the fencing.” EA at 11 states “Livestock
fence panels used to reduce cattle trailing along the stream would be replaced with trees thinned
from adjacent, over-dense, forest stands or other native materials.” EA at 11 states “Two 1/10th
acre springs on the southwest side of Long Meadow would be protected with small trees thinned
from adjacent, over-dense, forest stands.” “A small spring, mid slope in Upper Taylor Meadow,
would be protected through use of small trees thinned from adjacent forest stands.” EA at 12
states “A small nick point, mid slope of Upper Taylor Meadow, would be protected with small
trees thinned from adjacent forest stands and stabilized with rock, willow revetments or other
similar treatment.” “Willow regeneration in Upper Taylor Meadow will be protected using
barriers constructed of small conifer trees thinned from adjacent forest stands, temporary electric
fencing, or constructed fencing in an adaptive approach until the guideline for no more than 20%
of willow leaders browsed is met.”
All this proposed thinning makes the Taylor-Long Grazing Project into a thinning project, which
has not been adequately analyzed in the EA. If trees are to be dragged across the meadow to
substitute for metal fencing, to protect willow plantings, to substitute for new fencing, to protect
fens, or for that matter to provide a space to place the moved corral to a new location, a revised
EA should consider the relative impacts to meadow hydrologic function of using horses rather
than motor vehicles for these proposed tasks. It should also document the forest density surveys
that were used as the basis for such thinning, provide the stand record cards/ stand unit cards, the
number, size, and condition of the trees selected for thinning, and analyze the impacts to habitat
canopy cover, forest temperature, forest health, carbon sequestration, and climate change of all
of this proposed thinning.
No discussion of wildlife-friendly fencing is provided in the Final EA when proposed new
meadow fences and exclusion areas are constructed. How will miles of additional fencing impact
mule deer and other native wildlife in the area?
Potential Resolution of Issue:
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Revise EA to include analysis of the impacts from thinning, as discussed above.
Discuss the use of wildlife-friendly fencing in the revised EA, the impacts of additional
fencing on wildlife, and specify the use of wildlife-friendly fencing in the DN.
5.

Range of Alternatives is Insufficient

The EA does not include an alternative that ends grazing and includes the meadow restoration of
headcuts in both Long and Taylor Meadows.
For the Alternatives considered and eliminated from detailed study the EA says (at 7-8):
Response to scoping suggested three alternatives. No grazing is considered in Alternative
3. Other suggested alternatives are: (A) Closure of Taylor Pasture to livestock to protect
meadow habitat to benefit mountain yellow-legged frogs and other resources; and, (B) a
modified proposed action that excludes any grazing in the pasture that would be created
as part of the corral replacement at Taylor Meadow.
In response to (A) above, closure of Taylor Pasture essentially eliminates the allotment
and is similar to Alternative 3. In response to (B) above, under Alternative 2, the fenced
meadow surrounding the existing corral that is to be removed at Taylor Meadow will no
longer be used as a primary grazing area. It would be primarily used only for late season
gathering and relief if there is a need to rest other pastures. That would meet the intent of
the request to reduce use in the enclosed area.
Public comment on the preliminary EA (PEA) suggested an alternative that would allow
repairs and restoration work to continue on Long Meadow while eliminating grazing.
Such an alternative was considered in the development of the PEA, but not developed in
detail, since it is similar to Alternative 3 that eliminates grazing and Alternative 2, which
includes meadow restoration. It is within the discretion of the responsible official to
select the no grazing alternative and allow the repair and restoration activities as long as
the options are fully analyzed and documented within the EA and Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONSI).
But this does not satisfy the direction given by the LMRP: “Give preferential consideration to
riparian area dependent resources over other non-dependent resources in case of unresolvable
conflicts.” Our proposed alternatives (A) and (B) would achieve this directive, while the Forest’s
Alternative 1 and 2 (the proposed action) simply do not come close to achieving that standard.
The comparison of alternatives ignores the Forest-wide LMRP standard: “Give preferential
consideration to riparian area dependent resources over other non-dependent resources in case of
unresolvable conflicts.” Only Alternative 3 would do this. A revised EA must consider and
analyze this.
Table 2 (page 14) fails to include the contributions to the local economy that would result from
implementation of meadow restoration projects on both Taylor and Long Meadows as well as
improved water quality absent grazing. As the EA assures us, “It is within the discretion of the
responsible official to select the no grazing alternative and allow the repair and restoration
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activities as long as the options are fully analyzed and documented within the EA and Finding of
No Significant Impact (FONSI).” EA at 8. One would hope that Sequoia National Forest
officials would indeed follow through and complete these restoration projects. But in order to do
so, as the Forest Service claims the options need to be “fully analyzed.” The EA is deficient
since it fails to provide the missing information on the contribution that meadow restoration
projects or improved water quality will make to the local economy, if grazing is eliminated.
The EA does not explain how “Alternative 1” and “Alternative 2” contribute to the local
economy as is summarily claimed in the table. How much is this contribution? How does it
compare to the contribution to the local economy that would be the result from the meadow
restorations and improved water quality? Lake Isabella and the Kern River provide a huge
recreational resource to many anglers, river rafters, boaters, bird-watchers, and others, yet water
quality is poor due to upstream and watershed pollution, including livestock grazing. The towns
of Kernville and Weldon benefit from clean water for recreation and habitat for fish and wildlife.
This remains unanalyzed.
The Preferred Alternative 2 proposes to reauthorize grazing, and does not propose to reduce
livestock or rest the meadows and riparian areas from use, and only defers issue resolution with
long-term monitoring and adaptive management—which amounts to piecemealing the project.
The can is being kicked down the road. The Forest Service admits in Alternative 1, current
management, that extreme drought in Long Meadow in 2016 caused deterioration of forage and
forage heights below standards despite a light stocking rate. This was considered an “anomaly.”
EA at 9. Yet with climate change, extreme droughts and unpredictable climatic fluctuations may
become more common in the Sierra Nevada. Resting these meadows for 10 years or closing them
to grazing would best accomplish the goals of restoration.
The Preferred Alternative proposes additional fences, yet we observed many fences in both
Taylor and Long Meadows to be in total disrepair—how will this long-term fencing alternative
be monitored to ensure livestock do not enter restoration areas? Will willow plantings in headcut
areas also be fenced to prevent cattle from browsing them?
Alternative 2 also proposes to cease ground-disturbing irrigation activities, and only allow rocks
and woody debris moved by the permittee to shift water flow in ditches and channels. This could
also be accomplished by allowing natural flooding, flash flood debris dams, root dams, leaf litter
to form which can naturally irrigate a meadow without grazing and range management activities.
This should be analyzed.
A detailed Meadow Restoration Plan needs to be provided for public review in a supplemental
EA.
How does the Forest Service propose to monitor the fence repair around the spring at the north
end of Upper Taylor Meadow? This fence was cut or corroded and disconnected, and wired open
to allow livestock entry to the spring.
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Figure 13. Cow manure and trail inside Upper Taylor Meadow spring exclosure, with wire
fence in disrepair, allowing cattle access to sensitive plants, riparian, and spring source.
For more examples, see Appendix B, Figures 34, 62, 63, 64, 112, 113, and 115.
The Forest Service describes the major growing erosional headcut in Upper Taylor Meadow, a
“small nick point.” EA at 12. The proposed restoration using logs, willows, and rocks to halt
erosion, while continuing grazing, will not in our observations halt this significant headcut which
threatens to eventually dry out the meadow. Placing logs and rocks in a gully is not the same as
moving the meadow to potential natural vegetation. This is rather, a Band-Aid on an
uncontrolled problem. At present, hay bales are being placed in the gully, with no mention of
whether these are weed-free. Plastic stakes and orange fencing are being trampled down by
cattle, and the erosion is continuing. Re-doing a similar rock and log restoration attempt in this
headcut will not meet LRMP goals unless livestock are also removed from the meadow to stop
the root of the problem.
Potential Resolution of Issues:





Revise the EA to thoroughly analyze an alternative that would both end grazing and
restores the headcuts in Long and Taylor Meadows, giving “preferential consideration to
riparian area dependent resources over” conflicting grazing, which continues to degrade
meadow resources.
Analyze the contributions to the local economy from meadow restoration when grazing is
eliminated.
Provide specific and detailed monitoring and repair requirements to ensure cattle cannot
enter restoration or exclusion areas.
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Explore and analyze allowing natural flooding, flash flood debris dams, root dams, and
leaf litter to form as an alternative to range management activities.
Revise the EA to include a detailed Meadow Restoration Plan.
Ensure that the headcut in Upper Taylor Meadow is halted by allowing natural vegetation
to be restored and by eliminating livestock from the meadow.
6.

Affected Environment in General

In order to ensure compliance with NEPA, the Forest Service must provide baseline
documentation of the species present in the project area, so that the site-specific effects of the
proposed action and alternatives can be evaluated. To comply with the LRMP, the Forest
Service must ensure that adequate safeguards are in place to protect wildlife and their habitats,
and that any impacts are adequately mitigated, yet no discussion of these safeguards are provided
in the EA.
The EA does not include a full floral inventory of all species encountered in the surveys or
supporting reports. We noted a large number of plant species on our site visit, some of which
could be rare or sensitive. Gaps in understanding baseline conditions are potentially large.
The EA fails to include any vegetation mapping nor repeat photography surveys or natural
vegetation community trend analysis to determine trends of meadow, riparian and spring
conditions. Single-season surveys may have missed sensitive species that could be present.
During the last ten years the Sierra Nevada has experienced both record drought and massive
above-average snowpacks, with associated variation in plant phenology. The Forest Service has
not ensured that adequate safeguards are in place to protect these species and communities and
that any impacts are adequately mitigated.
Potential Resolution of Issues:



Revise the EA to provide baseline documentation of the species in the project area,
including mapping, supported by multi-seasonal surveys.
Provide safeguards to ensure protection of these species and communities, and that
impacts are adequately mitigated.
7.

Economics Distorted or Not Considered

The EA did not adequately consider the contribution that recreational uses of these lands make to
the economic and social wellbeing of people by providing opportunities for economic diversity
for communities that depend on range resources (FSM 2202.14).
The EA at 16 states: “Many rural communities continue to be dependent on ranching for their
economic livelihood and are located in some of California’s fastest-growing communities.”
What is the relevance of this to this grazing project? Is there a nearby “rural community”
dependent on grazing. Most residents in nearby Weldon oppose livestock grazing. Will issuing
this permit benefit more than one individual? Is an individual now a community?
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Potential Resolution of Issues:



Update EA to consider and analyze recreational uses and their economics in Taylor and
Long Meadows.
Clarify which, if any, communities depend on the range resources in these meadows, and
indicate who benefits economically from this grazing permit.
8.

Reconsider Use of Electric Fences to Avoid Potential Fires

Electric fences are proposed in the EA at 12, to allow willow regeneration in Taylor Meadow.
Electric fences have started at least two major wildfires in California recently: the 2006
Cottonwood Fire in Kelso Valley, Kern County, and the 90,000-acre plus County Fire in Yolo
and Napa Counties. See Exhibit A – Article about Fire Start.2 Given the growing devastation
and frequency of mega-fires in California, any use of even temporary electric cattle fences,
especially when hay is scattered around the electric fence, even in a currently wet meadow that
could become dry with changing climate, needs to be carefully analyzed in a supplemental
Environmental Assessment or Environmental Impact Statement. Any Allotment Management
Plan allowing the use of electric fences should be developed now, and it should be reviewed by
the public, and not deferred until later.
Potential Resolution of Issue:



Refine EA to analyze the potential impact of fire from the electric fence, or
Remove electric fencing as an option and replace with semi-permanent non-electric,
wildlife-friendly fencing to eliminate potential source of ignition.
9.

Range Capability and Suitability Must be Revisited

Capability, specific to grazing, is defined as lands accessible to livestock, producing forage or
having inherent forage-producing capability, and able to withstand grazing on a sustained basis
under reasonable management practices. The EA at 21 proposes several small and sometimes
only temporary livestock exclosures in Taylor Meadow, to protect willows, springs, gradients,
and two exclusions in Long Meadow. One area, at the very least, of Taylor Meadow is in poor
condition, yet no fencing is proposed: “Additional protection for willow regeneration and a headcut would be accomplished through placement of trees” (id.). The Forest needs to reconsider the
suitability of grazing these meadows when so many indicators point towards downward trends.
Closing the entire meadows to grazing and allowing rest would better allow meadow and willow
recovery, as currently these resources may not be able to withstand the present stocking rate.
We disagree with the terms in Table 3 (EA at 19) for range condition class—terms such as
“Excellent” and Good” for Taylor and Long Meadows, despite both having extensive active
erosional headcuts, dandelions and cheatgrass presence, and heavy browselines on willows.

2

See also: Sacramento Bee Article (available at
https://www.sacbee.com/news/state/california/fires/article214711010.html).
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With respect to Proper Functioning Condition, we disagree that riparian areas and livestock use
are on an upward trend. SCI and PFC surveys done in 2012-13 found no severe channel
destabilization from hoof shear or trampling (EA at 19), yet on our 2018 site visit we found
erosion, bank chiseling and trampling from hoof shear, turbidity in stream flows, algae growing
in Taylor Meadow streams, and trampling that was causing headcuts (see photos below and in
Appendix). This indicates a downward trend and the need to rest these meadows.
On the August 28, 2018 field trip to Taylor and Long Meadows, Alison Sheehey, Ara
Marderosian, and Steve Anderson, Kern River Ranger District Range Manager, all agreed that
algae are now growing in Taylor Meadow.
“Nutrient pollution is one of America's most widespread, costly and challenging
environmental problems, and is caused by excess nitrogen and phosphorus in the air and
water.” “Too much nitrogen and phosphorus in the water causes algae to grow faster than
ecosystems can handle.” “Some algal blooms are harmful to humans because they
produce elevated toxins and bacterial growth that can make people sick if they come into
contact with polluted water, consume tainted fish or shellfish, or drink contaminated
water.”
https://www.epa.gov/nutrientpollution/problem

Figure 14. Taylor Meadow Algae Bloom photo enlargement inserted into photo of
Exclosure Site with Orange Flagging
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Moreover, the EA should expand on and clarify EA Tables 3 and 4 (pp. 19-20). The FS should
explain why EA Table 3 (vegetation monitoring) includes no data later than 2013 (which was 5
years ago) despite the prolonged drought in the region. The FS should also amend EA table 4
(PFC Assessment) to include the assessment dates and the results of those assessments for
BOTH 2012 and 2017. Based on the Vegetation Specialist Report, Upper Taylor Meadow was
rated functional at risk with no trend in 2012 (Vegetation Specialist Report at 14) and according
to the EA that was also the case in 2017 (EA at 19). This 2017 data is not disclosed in the
Vegetation Specialist Report so the public cannot review it.
Potential Resolution of Issues:




Reconsider suitability of grazing these meadows when so many recent indicators point
towards downward trends, including actively eroding headcuts, invasive species
presence, heavy browselines on willows, bank chiseling, algae growing in Taylor
Meadow streams, and trampleing, stream turbidity.
Update Tables 3 & 4 as discussed above.
10.

Recreational Conflicts Must be Addressed

According to the scoping letter, there have been conflicts with recreational users and livestock or
livestock infrastructure. The EA did not adequately consider the impacts of livestock, fences and
other equipment associated with livestock production on human recreation and recreational
experiences. This includes impairment of the visual and esthetic experience, water quality
issues, fear of encounters by hikers, disturbance of wildlife and wildlife viewing by the presence
of domestic livestock and range improvements, and impacts to hunting. The area provides
recreational use for hikers, bird-watchers, and nature tourists.
What measures are being adopted to allow the public to access the lower meadow at Taylor
Meadows? At present, there are still private property and no trespassing signs, even though
these lands are not in public ownership. These need to be removed. Moreover, this makes it
difficult to access lower Taylor Meadow. The Forest Service must provide public access to
publically-owned meadows. The fences around the lower meadow area are difficult for the
public to cross. We asked in our comments that the Forest Service should consider adding gates
and stiles to reduce this conflict and facilitate public access to the meadow; however, there is no
response to this issue in the EA.
Part of Taylor lies within the Domeland Addition inventoried roadless area (“IRA”). The Forest
Service said in the EA at 23 that “Livestock drift in this area is controlled by the steep rocky
terrain that have no forage value to attract livestock. Drift into the IRA is possible but has been
and will remain incidental or negligible use. This is an area of the IRA that has no trails. Human
use of the IRA is incidental to hunting and negligible during the grazing season.” What
recreational user analysis has been undertaken to give evidence to this assumption? Visual
impacts to visitors and recreational users of livestock in this IRA have not been analyzed.
A historical cabin is mentioned in Taylor Meadow (EA at 13), yet we found an elaborate,
modern camp on public land, including “no trespassing” signs. We have documented modern
tent camps on an elevated platform foundation, food stores, a solar shower, a kitchen tent, chairs,
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and other actively used modern camping gear, which appears to be a near-permanent
encampment.
According to Steve Anderson, this camp is a part of the grazing permit, but there is no mention
of this encampment anywhere in the EA or DN and no analysis of its impacts to resources or to
the public’s use of the area.

Figure 15. Semi-permanent camp at Taylor Corral
For more photographs of encampment, see Appendix B, Figures 51-57.
The Forest Service has not explained whether this camp is permitted or a fee paid for use, and
why it is excluded for public use and recreation.
Potential Resolution of Issues:



Amend decision to require removal of all no trespassing and private property signs from
the Taylor Meadow area,
Revise EA to document and analyze the environmental and recreational impacts of the
semi-permanent encampment used by the grazing permittee.
11.

Water Quality and Temperature Effects Not Adequately Analyzed

Manure from cattle is washed into streams or directly deposited into other bodies of water. This
pollutes the watershed by introducing harmful microorganisms and also introduces rate-limiting
substances such as phosphates and nitrates resulting in eutrophication, which stimulate algal
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overgrowth. This introduction of manure may directly impact sensitive aquatic species such fish
and anuran larvae. Poisonous toxins released by algal blooms have occurred in Lake Isabella.
The headwaters of Fay Creek and the South Fork of the Kern River, both waters of the United
States, are at Long Meadow. These waters are impacted by cyanobacteria toxins, which are toxic
to wildlife, pets, and human health. Lake Isabella has been determined by the Kern County
Health Department as containing toxic waters. There are blue green algae in and around Isabella
Reservoir. 3 Fay Creek waters in 2018 contained algae. The EA should consider the impacts of
continuing to permit livestock grazing to the Waters of the United States when climate is
changing and dilution of these toxins is no longer assured. The EA failed to consider these
direct, indirect and cumulative impacts to water quality in the watershed.
On the August 28, 2018 field trip to Taylor and Long Meadows, Alison Sheehey, Ara
Marderosian, and Steve Anderson, Kern River Ranger District Range Manager, all agreed that
algae are now growing in Taylor Meadow. The revised EA must consider this new information.
The EA also fails to propose actions that will prevent damage from occurring as grazing cattle
consume the willows that provide the shade could be helping to prevent loss of aquatic species
from occurring and lowering of water quality. Taylor Meadow has extensive stands of willows
with browse-lines, yet not all of these stands are proposed to have fenced exclusions.
Potential Resolution of Issues:




Update EA to document the potential adverse effects from the introduction of
microorganisms, phosphates, and nitrates from manure to water bodies and their impacts
on fish and other aquatic organisms,
Document and analyze the potential adverse effects from increases in water temperature
on aquatic resources from not excluding cattle from all willow stands.
Revised the EA to consider this new information.
12.

Impacts on Wildlife, Fish, and Rare Plants Not Adequately Analyzed

Mountain yellow-legged frog (Rana muscosa) (MYLF)
The EA rightly concludes that the grazing project “May affect, likely to adversely affect habitat
and No Effect on Individuals” (EA at 24).
Past grazing practice has lowered the water tables in the Taylor Meadow complex, which
eliminated the frog population. Continued grazing will extend the process of drying the meadow
and eliminating the pools that are essential for the survival of tadpoles. We found no pools
within the stream complex in Taylor Meadow. The irrigation ditch-digging and manipulation of
channel flows to increase livestock forage possibly contributed to the demise of pool habitat
along the streams in this area, and this should be analyzed.
The continuation of livestock grazing will not achieve any of the following Forest Wide
Standards and Guidelines with respect to the MYLF:
3

https://mywaterquality.ca.gov/habs/
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“Protect sensitive, proposed for listing, and California species of special concern with the
long-term objective for removal from Federal listing or to prevent them from being
listed.” (Fish, Wildlife and Plant Habitat Coordination, LRMP at 4-28)
“Give preferential consideration to riparian area dependent resources over other nondependent resources in case of unresolvable conflicts.”
“Within riparian area, protect streamcourses and adjacent vegetation to maintain or
improve overall wildlife and fish habitat, water quality, and recreational opportunities.”
Moreover, the grazing project will not achieve the Goals laid out in the LRMP at page 4-3 to:
“Provide well distributed habitat diversity on each Ranger District for all indigenous
wildlife species.” (LRMP at 4-30)
“Maintain or increase habitat capabilities to support viable populations of wildlife and
fish species (CFR 36 219.19) in cooperation with the California Department of Fish and
Game.”
“Increase the diversity of plant and animal communities.”
The EA does not explain the current status of the MYLF Distinct Population Segment (DPS) on
Sequoia National Forest. The northern DPS of the southern mountain yellow-legged frog was
listed as endangered by US Fish and Wildlife Service on April 29, 2014 (79 FR 24256). Good
water flows in the springs and streams could allow pool habitat to be restored and frogs could
potentially re-colonize the area to help stabilize southern Sierra Nevada populations to aid in
future delisting.
Because the project is “likely to adversely affect habitat” for the MYLF, the Forest Service
should undertake further consultation with US Fish and Wildlife Service to provide for
additional conservation measure to mitigate or eliminate the adverse effects.
Yellow Billed Cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus) and Willow Flycatcher (Empidonax traillii)
Fay Creek flows out of Long Valley south to the South Fork Kern River through occupied
habitat of Federally threatened Western yellow billed cuckoos and Forest Service sensitive
(possibly listed) willow flycatchers. What are the impacts from the altered flows from the
proposed meadow restoration and the ongoing impacts to water quality from cattle grazing on the
meadow on these species and their habitats? These effects are not documented.
Both willow flycatcher and yellow-billed cuckoo need dense riparian vegetation with multilayered canopy structure down to the ground. Cattle browsing of lower vegetation layers
seriously degrades nesting and cover habitat for these birds, and is one of the main drivers of
declines. The tall browselines on the willows in Taylor Meadow make this poor habitat for both
species.
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Figure 16. Willow browselines, Upper Taylor Meadow.
For more examples, see Appendix B, Figures 7, 8, 18, 19, 20, 31, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, and 45.
These adverse effects should be documented and analyzed, and the Forest Service should
undertake further consultation with US Fish and Wildlife Service to provide for additional
conservation measure to mitigate or eliminate the adverse effects.
Rare Plants
We found a very small monkeyflower (Mimulus sp.) in bloom in Taylor Meadow in August 2018
(see Photograph below and in Appendix). This needs further study to determine whether it is a
rare plant species such as Mimulus microphyllus or M. norrisii.

Figure 17. Mimulus, possible rare species. Upper Taylor Meadow.
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See also Appendix B, Figures 106 and 107.
Potential Resolution of Issues:



Consult with US Fish and Wildlife Service with regard to MYLF, willow flycatcher, and
yellow-billed cuckoo to craft specific conservation measures to aide in the recovery of
these species,
Analyze monkeyflower and provide conservation measure to protect this species in
Taylor Meadow.
13.

Exacerbation of Invasive Species and Increased Fire Risk Must be
Analyzed

Continued livestock grazing is likely to change the composition, function and structure of upland
native plant communities, disrupt the process of succession, and alter fire regimes. The revised
EA should fully review these impacts and analyze the relationship between domestic livestock
grazing and fire risk on these allotments. As stated above, we found cheatgrass, ripgut brome,
crested wheatgrass and other potentially invasive species in Taylor Meadow and Long Meadow.
Potential Resolution of Issue:


Analyze the effects of changes in upland plant communities and increased invasive
species as it relates to increased fire risks on both allotments.
14.

Climate Change

The EA at 15 confuses air and water quality issues with climate change issues, and probably
does so quite deliberately, given the obscurity of the arguments used:
Research regarding the comparison of feedlot and free range beef indicates that
use of higher quality feeds in feedlots does reduce methane production to
approximately 25 percent of the amount produced by ruminant digestion of more
coarse, open-range forage (Harper et al. 1999). The production of methane in
feedlots is further reduced by faster growth of livestock through use of antibiotics
and growth hormones, which reduce the period livestock are fed. However, this is
in part offset by the greater release of nitrates and nitrous oxide through
concentration of livestock wastes and use of fertilizers to produce livestock feed
(Tyrchniewicz Consulting 2006). The issue is further complicated by the reduction
of below ground carbon sequestration through increased area devoted to
production of livestock feeds and increased tillage of these areas which reduces
carbon sequestration in the soil by 20 to 50 percent (Ibid.). Feedlots also tend to
concentrate wastes in areas where air, water, and groundwater pollution are
greater issues due to proximity to human habitation (Ibid.). (EA at 15, emphasis
ours)
The only part of the above discussion relevant to this grazing project is the opening “fact” that
range fed cattle produce more greenhouse gases than feedlot cattle. The rest of the discussion is
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not related to range fed cattle and provides little insight on the cattle’s additional effects on air
quality or climate change issues.
Potential Resolution of Issue:


If the Forest Service has data showing that grazing cattle on Long and Taylor Meadows
will decrease nitrate and nitrous oxide production, please include it. Otherwise either
explain why Tyrchniewicz Consulting 2006 is relevant or drop it and focus on the issues.
15.

Cumulative Impacts

The EA does not adequately consider the cumulative impacts of all grazing allotments and other
projects on the Sequoia National Forest on all sensitive resources, so that it can analyze the
contribution that these grazing allotment projects make to these cumulative impacts. This must
be done so that all the sensitive resources in the project area are protected against the impacts of
incremental grazing decisions.
For example, according to a recent statement by Steve Anderson, the Forest Service will be
pushing the permittee of the Bartolas Allotment, which surrounds both Taylor and Long
Meadows, to put cattle back on the allotment in the near future (after voluntarily resting the
allotment), or ask the permittee and give up the allotment, so that the Forest Service can offer the
allotment to someone else. Clearly, even the current permittee has concerns about the state of
the resources by voluntarily suspending grazing, so the cumulative impact from the combined
grazing permits on the resources of the area should be analyzed, along with the cumulative
impacts of other resources.
Potential Resolution of Issue:


Provide an adequate cumulative effects analysis from all of the allotments and other
projects or proposed projects in the vicinity of Taylor and Long Meadows on the
resources.
16.

Inadequate Presentation of Monitoring and Future Monitoring

Reliance on utilization monitoring is inadequate to determine impacts to the full suite of plant
and animal species, wilderness values, cultural resources, and other resources present in the
project area. The NEPA documents should explicitly explain the entire suite of implementation
and effectiveness monitoring activities that will be used by the Forest for this project and provide
specific schedules for those monitoring actions.
The DN and EA should provide for scientifically valid monitoring of meadows which includes
randomized monitoring plots across the plant communities. The NEPA documents should
explain the results of prior and proposed monitoring efforts on the allotment. Quantitative data
from reading the trend plots should be tabulated, so that fluctuations in species composition at
plot locations can be discerned.
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Potential Resolution of Issue:


Revise monitoring to provide for scientifically valid plot-based analysis of range
conditions.
17.

Heritage Resources

The NEPA analysis should explain how much of the project area was surveyed for cultural
resources, review the existing inventory of cultural resources, and analyze the effects of each
alternative on these. It should identify specific modifications to grazing management that will
avoid and protect any irreplaceable resources, and provide specific monitoring protocols and
time-tables. It should also explain how LRMP direction has been implemented in the project
area.
However, no Heritage Resources Report is available on the Forest Service project website, even
though the EA states that the Forest Service found “16 previously recorded and 38 new sites or
features identified in the general vicinity of the grazing allotment.” EA at 18.
Ara Marderosian documented an arrowhead laying on the ground in Long Meadow during a
2013 visit, which was disclosed in our September 18, 2013 comment letter. A large deer point
arrowhead fragment was documented by Ara Marderosian and Steve Anderson laying on 24S32
just west of lower Taylor Meadow on August 28, 2018 (see Figure below).

Figure 17. Large deer point arrowhead fragment laying on 24S32.
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Although the EA concludes that no impacts associated with grazing on this allotment were
identified as affecting heritage features, it is unclear how the Forest Service came to this
conclusory assertion or how it plans to protect heritage resources outside the one area excluded
from grazing for the protection of a recorded site. See EA at 18. Moreover, there is no
indication that even this exclusion will be permanent, given statements by Steve Anderson that
all exclusions could be revisited in the future based on the condition of the exclusion areas.
On August 30, 2018, Steve Anderson kindly provided the abstract of the 2014 Archeological
Report [recorded in the EA at 28 as Archaeological Reconnaissance Report R2014051354030,
Taylor/Long Grazing Project, April, 2014 – Tim Kelly, District Archaeologist, Kern River
Ranger District] since a redacted version of the full report was not available.
According to that Abstract:
A total of 28 sites and 15 isolates have been identified in the project area.
Generally, impacts to cultural resources in the project area stemming from cattle
grazing are modest. Given the sensitivity of cultural resources in the area,
however, this report recommends archaeological monitoring of ground-disturbing
fence removal and headcut treatments associated with the project as well as a
program of annual monitoring of 10% of archaeological sites within the project
area during those years the allotments are utilized. Given these measures, the
reauthorization of the grazing permit will pose no adverse effect to cultural
resources in or adjacent to the project area.
The abstract raises a number of concerns that the Forest must address in the revised EA:


The EA at 18 states, "There are 16 previously recorded and 38 new sites or features
identified in the general vicinity of the grazing allotment." The EA does not explain the
extraordinary increase in the total number of sites from the 28 sites plus 15 isolates
reported in the Specialist Report in 2014 to 54 sites (16 recorded and 38 new) reported in
the 2018 EA. Nor does the EA provide any comparative context for the public or the
decision maker to understand how significant this concentration of Heritage Resources in
the project area is.



The Specialist Report states that, "Generally, impacts to cultural resources in the project
area stemming from cattle grazing are modest." In contrast, the EA at 18 states that "No
impacts associated with grazing on this allotment were identified as affecting heritage
features." There is a marked difference between "modest" impacts—which implies there
are some grazing impacts—and "no" impacts. This is very troubling.



None of the Alternatives described in the 2018 EA including the Proposed Action
explicitly includes the "program of annual monitoring of 10% of archaeological sites
within the project area during those years the allotments are utilized" that the Specialist
has said were needed so that, "the reauthorization of the grazing permit will pose no
adverse effect to cultural resources in or adjacent to the project area." This is also very
troubling.
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According to the EA at 11, "biodegradable filter fabric should be placed under any new
soil or rocks to separate new material from heritage sites in the area." There is no
explanation of the utility of this (if biodegradable how long will the filter last?) or why it
is supposed to help.
B.

Mapping Issues Need to Be Clarified and Maps Added Showing Resources

The maps included in the EA and DN need major revision to clear up confusion and to include
more specific references to exclosures, fencing, and various resources.
The Taylor Meadow map is particularly poor in communicating what the Forest Service plans
and where changes are proposed:







Unlike the Long Meadow map, there is no allotment boundary provided on the Taylor
Meadow map, which needs to be added.
The Taylor Meadow map does not show where the Taylor Corral is located and where it
will be relocated.
It is difficult to distinguish between existing fencing on the Taylor Meadow and where
new fencing will be added, since some of the fences on the map using the “x—x—x”
already exists, such as the lower pasture, and where new fencing will be added
(presumably the upper pasture).
The Taylor Meadow map should include the location of the structures (barn & old cabin)
and the permittee’s encampment.
Any other noteworthy improvements or management actions that are mentioned in the
EA or DN should be included on the Long and Taylor Meadow maps.

To comply with NEPA, these or other maps should provide enough detail showing soil types,
vegetation communities, all springs, special aquatic features, weed infestations, restoration
activities (past and proposed), and riparian areas. The following map from the Restoration DM
is a good start, and a similar map with the features described above should be included.

Figure 18. Gully Restoration DM, Map 1.
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For Sequoia ForestKeeper, the Kern-Kaweah Chapter of the Sierra Club, and Western
Watersheds Project,

René Voss – Attorney at Law
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